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An uncommon mission. An unholy realm. And ghostbusting on a whole new levelâ€¦After the death

of his Army comrade, William Engberg moves into a simple New Hampshire home against the

backdrop of the turbulent foam crested waves of the Atlantic Ocean. Itâ€™s the ideal place to write

and get on with his post-military life. Except for one thing. He has unwanted house

guestsâ€”ghostsâ€”and he wants them gone!Determined to reclaim his home, William hires Brian, a

ghostbusterpreneur, to clean house. Armed with knowledge from a rare journal on how to vanquish

the dead, Brian goes to work only to discover his worst nightmare. Ready or not, Brian must deal

with his own ghostly demons once and for all if heâ€™s going to save Williamâ€¦and himself!
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Loved this edition of the Moving In series!! Brian and Jenny are back doing what they now do,

Ghostbusting. Brian is on a mission to help William, who is moving into his ex-army friends house

near the ocean. Williams house is haunted, but it's not what's in the house he has to fear! It's what's



outside!! William calls Brian, and he comes to see the problem. What he also finds there is an old

enemy that has come back to haunt him! Between Brians worries and Williams ghosts, can they

survive!!I'm so glad Brian and Jenny are back, as well as some old favourites from book 1!!! This will

be one of their toughest jobs so far and one of the most dangerous. They face enemies from the

past as well as ones from the present.The plot of this was again, fast paced and intense. It takes

place in both this time and another, and I really enjoyed seeing Williams story and the twist the

author threw in. The ghosts seem to be getting scarier and more evil and this one frightened me a

lot!!Anyway, in all, this was another quick creepy read. I so want to see these as a series!!! While

reading I kept thinking to myself, what would Sam and Dean do!!! Lol. Being a big Supernatural nut,

this series is right up my alley.Once again, Andrew Tell did an amazing job. He really brings the

book to life and made me enjoy this more. It played out as a TV episode in my head. He even does

a good feminine voice! I can recommend his work highly.*I received a copy of this for review from

the narrator, publisher or author. This in no way affected my thoughts.*

I've gotten several of his books and they are all really creepy! I listen to them at night in the audible

form and then have trouble going to sleep. I don't think it matters a lot if you get them out of

sequence as each is a story unto itself but it helps a little to have the background of the characters

that show up again in other books in the series.

This is a creepy story about Brian and the battle with the demonic spirit called Paul. This is a

continuation of the previous books and is still just as good as the others. Great writing, and good

characters give this book a must read for dark and gloomy days when a ghost book is appropriate.

Will read more!!

"The Dunewalkers" from author Ron Ripley is book #2 in his 3 book set, "Moving In" . Book #1 is

"Moving In". I gave that a 5 star review. Book #3 is "Middlebury Sanitarium". "The Dunewalkers" is

another five star book.This is not a stand alone novel. It picks up right where "Moving In" left off.

You have to read this set in order.Brian and Jenny Roy are back. They have a new role in this ghost

story. They are now ghost busters and have their own business. Sylvia is also back and serves as

their partner. One of their first calls is from William Engberg. He finds ghosts in his small house the

first day he moves in. There are a lot of them and they are mean. One of the first ghosts he meets is

a woman who tells him they are dunewalkers. Brian and his team agree to help William. A surprise

visitor from book #1 shows up to cause all kinds of trouble. As the story unfolds, we watch how



Brian and his team battle the ghosts. There are many scary scenes that are full of twists, turns and

surprises. They are action packed and chilling There would be too many spoiler alerts if I were to tell

of them here. You'll have to read the book.Ron Ripley grabs your attention with this chilling ghost

story. The plotting is flawless and moves along quickly. The characters are well developed. As with

book #1, "The Dunewalkers" is full of twists, turns and surprises. You will never guess the ending!

Ripley does an excellent job with this ghost tale. He does a great job moving the story along from

book #1.You will not be disappointed with this series.

This is a relatively short story, and I very much liked the ending (obviously, not going to spoil it by

saying why). We get to find out a lot more about Leo and his past; he has left his journal and

invaluable library in Sylviaâ€™s hands, and bit by bit we learn about his life. This new story

introduces entirely new aspects to hauntings.Paul, the young bad guy from the previous novel,

shows up. That felt a bit out of place. There are a couple of little things (like Brian pressing

â€˜playâ€™ when he wants to record something). Pretty trivial stuff. Iâ€™m still enjoying the fact that

this tale avoids a lot of the horror tropes: no children, no family dog, no teenagersâ€“just adults doing

their thing.

I didn't enjoy this as much as the first book in this series, Moving In, but it was well written with few

editorial errors that seem to plague so many books these days. This was basically 2 different stories

being told simultaneously loosely woven together by the character, Brian. I didn't much care for the

back and forth of every other chapter. It wasn't bad, just not as good as the first. Undecided on

whether I'll read the next book in the series..

The Dunewalkers is the second book in the Moving In series and it was just as good as the first

book. With this one we have Brian, Jenny and Sylvia continuing Leo's work. Thing is ghosts that

they thought they were safe from come back to "haunt" them . I really enjoyed learning more about

Leo and how he gained his knowledge. I really couldn't put this book down and found the plot held

plenty of twists. If you enjoy a good ghost story where you never know what might happen next

you're going to enjoy this series. I do recommend reading both books in the series in order to

understand the characters. Ron Ripley certainly knows how to create a creepy good read.
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